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Who we are 
Sold Secure – an independent test &
certification body dedicated to
reducing the risk of theft by the
assessment of security products.

History 
Sold Secure was established in 1992
through the merger of two initiatives,
Sold Secure and Partnership Against
Car Theft (PACT), with the support of
the Home Office. Its main objective
was to address the widespread issue
of car theft in the UK by
independently testing and certifying
aftermarket vehicle security products
like steering wheel locks. 

Initially facing decline due to
improved vehicle security, Sold
Secure was acquired by the Master
Locksmiths Association in 1999.
Under new ownership, the company
underwent significant changes,
developing comprehensive test
specifications to cover all aspects of
physical security. Sold Secure closely
collaborates with the police to
regularly update these specifications,
ensuring they align with real-world
theft techniques. Additionally, new
test specifications are created to
address emerging threats identified
by law enforcement. 

Today, Sold Secure operates from a
purpose-built test facility located at
the MLA's Head Office in Rugby,
Warwickshire.
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Third-party testing provides evidence of security and gives peace of
mind about a product's security level. 

Insurance companies often recommend using Sold Secure approved
products, sometimes even insisting on their use. 

Sold Secure testing is recognised by Secured by Design, an
accreditation company from The National Police Chiefs Council. 

The police, including Crime Prevention Officers, also recommend
Sold Secure approved products. 

Manufacturers and suppliers submit products for testing, and those
that meet or exceed requirements display the Sold Secure logo. The
tests are performed according to specifications developed with input
from insurers, police forces, and industry organisations. 

Sold Secure is independent and does not include manufacturers in
the relevant parties. Testing is conducted by a team of specialist
engineers who are either Master Locksmiths or experts in their field.
They ensure consistency and simulate worst-case scenarios based on
their extensive product knowledge and knowledge of attack
methods. Sold Secure tests products based on their own
specifications as well as British and European Standards.
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CYLINDER ONLY
SS 312 Diamond

CYLINDER + SECURITY HANDLE OR ESCUTCHEON
SS 312 Gold+ SS 301 Bronze 

++

Lock Cylinders
Helping you choose the right lock
for your property. 

SS312 Lock Cylinders Diamond
You need a high security lock cylinder, compliant with
building regulations as a standalone cylinder.

The highest security level for lock cylinders in building
regulations (PAS24), products at this grade can be used
to achieve the required security without the need for
security handles or escutcheons. This grade is
equivalent to TS007 3 Star.

SS312 Lock Cylinders Gold
You need a high security lock cylinder, compliant with
building regulations when paired with an SS301 handle
or escutcheon.

the minimum security level required for lock cylinders
by building regulations (PAS24), this grade offers a
high level of security, but must be coupled with an
SS301 handle or escutcheon, in order to comply. This
grade is equivalent to TS007 1 Star.
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 LOCK IT
 LOVE ITDomestic Buildings

Helping you choose the right door
hardware for your property. 

SS301 Domestic Buildings Gold
You are looking for our highest level of security for
domestic buildings.

A comprehensive attack test, utilising heavier duty tools for a
prolonged period of time, protecting against the most
dedicated thieves.

SS301 Domestic Buildings Silver
You require a higher level, offering enhanced security.

A significant attack test, demonstrating a high level of
protection against well-equipped, more determined thieves.

SS301 Domestic Buildings Bronze
You intend to upgrade your existing hardware to serious
security products.

A benchmark in domestic building security, providing a
good level of protection against the determined thief, as well
as the opportunist. This grade is the minimum requirement
for handles and escutcheons to comply with building
regulations (PAS24), when coupled with an SS312 Gold lock
cylinder.
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A serious attack test to deter the more determined, better
equipped thief.

 LOCK IT
 LOVE ITKey Safes

Helping you choose the right key
safe for your property. 

Sold Secure Key Safes Gold
You have a door & lock that provides the highest security,
and need a key safe of the same protection level.

An enhanced level, with a comprehensive attack test, to
protect against dedicated, significantly well-equipped
attacks, for an extended time.

Sold Secure Key Safes Silver
You are looking for a key safe that offers resistance to a
more determined attack.

Sold Secure Key Safes Bronze
You require a key safe that offers at least a base level of
attack resistance.

An entry-level attack, providing real protection from the
opportunist thief.
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Helping you choose the right safe
for your valuables. 

Sold Secure Domestic Safes Gold
you need our highest grade for domestic safes, protecting
against determined thieves.

A highly comprehensive attack, utilising an advanced tool list
for a prolonged period of time. This grade is there to
withstand determined and very well equipped attack
methods.

Sold Secure Domestic Safes Silver
You require a higher level of security than a secure
cabinet, offering a higher level of attack resistance.

An attack test with a significant tool list, protecting against
the determined thief.

BS EN 14450 S2
You are looking for a higher level insurance rated secure
cabinet.

A higher level attack, providing a greater level of security

BS EN 14450 S1
You need an entry level insurance rated secure cabinet.

An entry level attack, providing a basic level of attack
resistance.



1 Prospect Park, Valley Drive, Rugby,
Warwickshire, CV21 1TF

01327 264687
admin@soldsecure.com

Get in touch. 
If you have an queries not answered in this pack please do not hesitate
to contact  our team. 

Find your Sold Secure approved
products at soldsecure.com 


